where tradition meets science
Living Pure Natural was created in 2013.
At LPN we aim to appreciate and promote the benefits
that can come from understanding nature and Mother
Earth.
Our unique products are highly enriched with pure,
natural herbal extracts. We create formulations that are
inspired by the traditions of skincare in Greece: the country where the idea of beauty was born more than 2,500
years ago. The story of LPN: the brand and the products
is truly one of a kind.
Living Pure Natural is proud to offer a complete and
exciting skincare product range that will help you reveal
your natural inner beauty.

At Living Pure Natural we are on a journey to become
a celebrated luxurious, effective, natural skincare brand.
We are here to serve our customers well and to do so by
living and breathing our core values: Wonder, Provenance, Sensation, Rapport and Zest.
Greek philosophers believed that beauty has three elements: Symmetry, Proportion and Harmony. Everything
we create at Living Pure Natural draws upon these
inspirations and drives our passion for quality.

Nektarios Tsinias
President & CEO

NEA
With our soft dermatologically tested cream your skin’s
ability to retain water is restored. Your skin is intensely
hydrated in all circumstances.
Our unique combination of our ingredients and our
non-sticky texture is deeply moisturizing with natural
ingredients and our specially designed formula.
It leaves the skin intensely nourished, comforted and
brightened.
The feeling of roughness and tightness is instantly eased,
the skin is perfectly supple and soft.
The rich intensely moisturizing and hydrating cream
penetrates the subcutaneous layers of the epidermis.
Perfectly hydrated skin, fresh and soft. Radiance is
revived.

FACE

ALOE GOLDEN ROSE
Effective for use on all skin types and wonderful on
sunburnt or damaged skin.
Perfect for daily use, natural ALOE GOLDEN ROSE is
thickened to make it usable and enhance the natural
properties of aloe and rose.
It helps to cool the skin instantly while it tightens and
uplifts it, providing soothing relief. Use before applying
makeup as a prime.

FACE

TIMELESS
Dry skin loves a great night time moisturizer. This one
works with your skin’s natural cycle of night time repair
to help your skin recover from daytime damage and look
and feel smoother and firmer.
Allow your skin to rest, night time is your skin’s natural
time for rejuvenation. It’s also a perfect time for hydration.
This overnight cream is intensely moisturizing, helps
skin visibly repair itself, to look and feel firmer and more
resilient. It also releases soothing scents of magnolia and
a blend of essential botanicals while proven moisture
boosters help replenish your skin’s moisture overnight.

FACE

OLEUM
Our most effective advanced serum as yet.
Triple action serum acting on the appearance of major
signs of skin ageing, assisting in your skin looking supple
and firm. With active plant extracts, vitamins and oils
our unique synthesis is ideal because of its anti-ageing
properties.
In a new easy system to measure application, you can
now control the amount of product used according to
your skin’s needs.
Minor variances in climate and season can leave skin with
different needs as well, so you can apply easily as
required.

FLOWERS Face Scrub
Let your skin shine with our FLOWERS Face Scrub,
featuring a combination of lavender and olive oil, with
essential oils for a deep cleansing experience.
The classic essential oils combined, create an uplifting,
energising and stimulating scent to clear your mind and
keep it relaxed and calm. They will also help tone your
skin, giving the ultimate boost that your skin and senses
need.
Our powerful and revitalising formula, which is free of
parabens and sulfates, is a fresh treat for your mind and
body.

FACE

FACE MASK
This naturally detoxifying cream FACE MASK base is
scented with the essential oil of rose and is made up of
an emulsion (cream) base with kaolin and bentonite, one
of the most effective and powerful healing clays.
It is paraben-free and sulfate-free.
Formed from aged volcanic ash, bentonite draws out
impurities from the skin, while Argan oil and Shea butter
moisturise it while the rose leaves you with a renewed,
glowing complexion.

FACE

LIP BALM
Lip balm provides intensive protection for sensitive lips
thanks to the valuable properties of honey and mastic.
Assists in moisturizing your lips with amazing hydrating
effects, keeping lips plump and gorgeous.

FACE

ETERNAL OIL FOR FACE
Our ETERNAL Collection Face Oil is a much-loved beauty product. It is a multi-usage dry oil that infuses the skin
with moisture.
The lightweight, finish oil is made up of 100% natural
origin ingredients with a high concentration of precious
plant and herb oils, including bay oil, sweet almond,
hazelnut, lavender and a mixture of power packed herbal
oils. An added infusion of soothing, nourishing vitamin E
in combination with olive oil ensures antioxidant
protection and long-lasting miniaturisation.
Easily-absorbed, leaves your skin feeling soft, supple and
hydrated, with a comfortable dry touch finish.
Use ETERNAL Collection Face Oil, all year round. Apply
smoothly on the skin to subtly diminish imperfections,
protect the skin and infuse long-lasting moisture.

FACE

DIAMOND ELITE
DIAMOND ELITE hand cream with virgin olive oil, is an
extraordinary hydrating blend with added nutritious oils,
such as almond, jojoba and argan oil, rich in oleic acid.
Combined with our unique formula it is a favourite among
our skincare range.
DIAMOND Hand Cream is a light and non-sticky,
dermatologically approved blend that gives intense
moisture to your hands. It is also hypoallergenic and it
can be used throughout the day.
Our highly effective Hand Cream provides a complete
moisture treatment and keeps your hands looking and
feeling young.
The combination of our recipe with a perfectly balanced
blend of bioactive, natural ingredients penetrates deep
into the epidermal layers and instantly nourishes the
complex intercellular structure, supporting dry neglected
hands and offering protection against the elements. This
intensive cream is ideal for all dry hands.
Great for men and women, it leaves no residues and
absorbs quickly. It has a pleasant scent thanks to the
blend of essential oils.

BODY

SOMA
Have you ever wanted skin that looks firmer, softer, with a
satin-like sheen?
Our SOMA Body Lotion is our best-selling miracle in a
bottle with a pump dispenser that ensures each dose.
It is pure, absorbs fast and has a soft and gentle smell
because of our carefully selected essential oils.
Not only does it hydrate the skin, it also helps to tighten it
and increase its definition. After only a month it will
transform the way you feel about yourself!
Our new complex recipe combining dittany and sweet
almond extract with jasmine and gardenia oils and with
our rose essential oil full of vitamin A, helps to protect
skin elasticity while stimulating cellular renewal, making
skin look smoother and tighter.

BODY

SOAP
Our soaps are handmade, using a traditional cold
process method. Each bar is hand cut and wrapped with
care. With olive oil for supple skin, restorative coconut
oil, dittany herb and water distilled from the mountains of
Crete, it creates a rich lather that cleans and moisturizes.
We use absolutely no artificial colorants to make our
soaps. The colour differences you see in our soaps, are
due to the ingredients themselves. We also use no artificial latherers – our recipes contain a special proportion of
natural oils that allow our products to lather wonderfully
without the need of chemicals.

BODY

ETERNAL Body Oil
Discover irresistibly soft, supple and well-nourished skin
with Eternal Body Oil. Containing pure, natural botanical
oils, it leaves a stimulating scent and absorbs rapidly.
After regular use, it will help to achieve healthy, glowing
look.
This rich, nourishing treatment oil delivers a ravishing
ritual that helps boost the appearance of a gorgeous skin.
It helps to enhance the moisture and promote elasticity,

BODY

working to penetrate deep into the skin and fortify it from
within.

KIRALIFI
New KIRALIFI is a traditional Greek ointment made from
two amazing ingredients:
Pure, extra virgin olive oil and antiseptic beeswax,
combined in well balanced quantities and mixing
temperatures, that help the ingredients release all their
natural strength and beneficial substances. It contains no
chemicals or toxic substances and it is totally pure.
The genuine natural KIRALIFI is considered to be one of
the most miraculous natural formulations and a traditional recipe for beauty and body care, that has been used
for centuries by the Greeks.
It is very effective on dry skin, cuticles and many other
skin conditions.
Also, it can be used by people with allergies, who cannot
use any other store bought ointment, as it is pure and can
be safely used by everyone, even newborn babies.
Apply as often as needed. Honey contains myriad antioxidants that neutralize the free radicals that are responsible for the signs of ageing.

BODY

TATTOO EXPERT
TATTOO EXPERT is gentle enough for use on both
cosmetic tattooing and body art. Suitable for all skin
types, our TATTOO Aftercare Balm is a unique formula of
100% natural ingredients, free from parabens, petroleum,
lanolin,
animal products, artificial ingredients and chemicals.
• Prepares the skin pre-tattooing by softening and
moisturising the skin
• Helps heal and soothe new tattoos and prevent
inflammation and itching whilst healing
• Maintains colour vibrancy
• Revives old tattoos by the hydrating skin, therefore
enhancing colours and renewing detail
TATTOO Expert Balm is an ideal alternative to petroleum
jellies and synthetic creams traditionally used for tattoo
procedures and healing. Our unique blend of moisturizing olive oil and coconut, healing lavender and propolis
and the soothing and hydrating essence of mastic;
assists the skin in healing faster while hydrating at the
same time.

BODY

ETERNAL OIL FOR HAIR
A pre-shampoo treatment for dry hair, ETERNAL
nourishing Oil works to detangle the hair whilst
protecting.
Created by the combination of lavender and herbal
enriched olive oil, it is a hair revitalising formula that
hydrates it whilst restructuring and regenerating it.
• Formulated using natural ingredients
• Free from SLS, silicone, parabens and coal tar
• Colour safe

HAIR TREATMENT

BARBA OIL
LPN introduces the Barba Oil.
Part of our ETERNAL Oil Collection inspired by
The Mediterranean way of life that know-how to care of
your beard and moustache.
Powered by sandalwood essential oil and olive oil, it
provides full start to finish expert grooming for beards of
all lengths.
Discover the simple power of tradition in cleansing and
grooming leaving your skin underneath revitalised and
smooth.
Central to the range of ETERNAL Oil Collection, BARBA
OIL made with 100% natural ingredients, the man’s in
the know perfect tool for the nourishment and taming of
beards. Formulated without any chemicals, parabens and
colourants, it is kind to your skin underneath and beard at
the same time.

HAIR TREATMENT

MY LPN FOR MEN
Intense natural spray for men
My LPN for men intense was created to leave a powerful,
lasting and sensual signature on the skin.
My LPN leaves only pure elegance infusing old aromas
from Crete.
This intense combination of the natural wild Cretan juniper and the sensual dittany luminous aroma, leaves you
with an unparalleled sense of confidence and freshness
through the day.

FRAGRANCES

MY LPN FOR WOMEN
Female eau de toilette
The attention is captured by a sensuous blend of carob and the flower of beauty, magnolia. A dramatic signature scent unfolds, with this custom-made fragrance.
My LPN for women infuses the senses and assists the
skin. Our fragrance has toning up property that helps
skin’s elasticity. It offers intensive moisturizing, while its
discrete fragrance creates the perfect setting for the
modern woman.

HERA

WHITE JASMINE

Living Pure Natural Facial Spray with Dittany Herb &

Warm and sweet. Jasmine captures the fragrance of

Rosewater is a refreshing, hydrating mist for all skin types.

Jasmine blooms in springtime. The uplifting scent,

Created with a blend of fragrant herbal extracts and

reminiscent of warm moonlit walks on the cobblestone

rosewater, it lightly refreshes skin whilst boosting

streets of the greek isles, leaves you with an incredible

hydration and relieving dehydrated tight complexions.

sense of freedom and nostalgia.

Mist it over your moisturiser for a hydration boost or use it

Captivating and seductive, jasmine is one of the flowers

to set makeup. It can even be used on dry hair as a light

most valued by perfumers. It’s mood-inducing scent is

moisturising mist.

one of the most distinct of all natural aromas. If you like
your fragrance to make an impact and to announce your
arrival, Jasmine is the scent for you.

FRAGRANCES

AQUA BLOSSOM & CORAL SOY CANDLE

WHITE JASMINE SOY CANDLE

Fabulously Greek

The elegance of the White Jasmine scent is unparalleled.

This intense candle smells and brings Greece to mind. It

It will fill your home with a floral scent that will relax and

will truly fill you with that scent of a sea breeze in a warm

stimulate your senses.

summer night.
Approximate burn time 48 hours.

Approximate burn time 48 hours.

CANDLES

WILD FIG AND CASSIS SOY CANDLE
The ultimate luxury candle. The Living Pure Natural soy
candle will awake your senses with the scent of Wild Fig
& Cassis.
Approximate burn time 48 hours.

CANDLES

www.livingpurenatural.com

info@livingpurenatural.com

